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Agenda…

• Maggie Knowles, South Carolina P&A
• Case study: SC polling place survey project

• Olga Pribyl, Equip for Equality
• Case study: Chicago polling place surveys and settlement

• Q&A following presentations
• Use the “chat window” for questions during the 

presentation



State Wide Polling 
Place Accessibility 

Surveys 

Lessons Learned and
Helpful Tricks for Success 

Maggie Knowles, Protection and Advocacy for 
People with Disabilities, Inc. (South Carolina) 



Past Surveys 

• P&A had conducted Statewide and 
Countywide surveys for many years.

• Accessibility was not being recognized as a 
major problem by our counties or state.  

• Problems with getting volunteers and having 
them survey  consistently



New goals

• Quantifiable and verifiable data

• Reach whole state

• Visuals

• Classify locations as Inaccessible vs. Accessible



2014 Survey 

• Surveyed 303 Polling Places

• Had over 80 volunteers

• Surveys in 38 out of 46 Counties 

• 14% of total polling places in SC



Access 

• State Election Commission was aware of the 
project and sent messages to county directors 
letting them know we would be out. 

• Only one volunteer was told they could not 
survey.

• Only thing we were asked not to do is take 
pictures of people voting. 



The Survey 

• Simplified Survey 

– Goal for 1 page with fold and mail 

– Decided no slope measurements

– Easy to follow 

– No need to interview Poll Workers

– Reviewed by SC DisAbility Voting Coalition 





Past Recruitment Strategy

• In the past we recruited individuals with 
disabilities through non-profits,  social media 
and coalitions.  

– Only problem: Not a lot of consistency with 
surveying due to lack of training. 



New Recruitment Strategy

• Colleges and Universities  

– Successful  

• Law Schools 

• Social Work Colleges 

• Honor Societies 

– Unsuccessful

• Political Science 

• Architecture 



School Coordination 

• Professors/Schools gave 
– Extra Credit

– Class Credit

– Volunteer Hours 

• We asked professor that each student survey 
at least 3-5 locations to receive credit.   

• We provided mandatory survey training with 
optional disability rights coverage.  

• We provided each student with a name badge, 
information card, and measuring tape.



Increasing Coverage Areas

• No two people went to the same place. 

• Used Google Fusion Tables to delegate. 

• Most people got excited and did more 
locations than required, especially after seeing 
them on the map. 

• Assigned staff and social work interns last to 
the  uncovered areas of the state. 



Map with 
Google Fusion Tables

State Region Zoom into neighborhoods



Survey Collection

• If unsure of answer were told not to guess. 

• Encouraged to leave detailed notes and take 
pictures. 

• Used paper copies and had intern review for 
quality and hand code before entering. 

• Used Survey Monkey for entering. 



Analysis

• Hand Coded:

– Barriers

• Major Barrier: Exclude access to people with one or 
more type of disability. 

– No ramp, no accessible parking, door width, etc. 

• Barrier: Deters access but may be bypassed with 
assistance.

– Inaccessible door handles, etc.  

– # of barriers per location 

– % of locations surveyed that are inaccessible



\
Hand Coding
• Barriers counted 

in one color and 
written at top

• Major Barriers 
counted and 
another color 
and Location 
given an A or I.

• Mistakes such as 
name corrected 
and shown in 
red. 





Report Findings 

• 66% of locations were inaccessible. 

• 29% of locations did not have van accessible 
parking

• 15% had dirt, grass, or gravel parking lots

• 19% did not have an accessible path from the 
parking lot to the entrance

• 25% lacked a ramp when needed or had an 
unsafe/unusable ramp. 

• 25% did not provide curbside voting. 



Ramps 



Man Made Barriers



Parking Lots



Internal Pathways



Signage



Report Release

• Statewide Report

• County Reports

– Details of problems at each locations 

• Media: released report on same day as a small 
county election. Media were able to interview 
and get onsite coverage. 

• Find the report: http://bit.ly/righttovotesc

http://bit.ly/righttovotesc


Post Report Success 

• State Election Commission (SEC) appointed 
Accessibility Coordinator to staff. 

• Required all counties to conduct surveys of all 
locations every two years.

• Increased training for county staff and board 
members.

• Increased our relationship with counties.  



Maggie Knowles

Protection and Advocacy for People 
with Disabilities, Inc. 

(803) 217-6702

knowles@pandasc.org

mailto:knowles@pandasc.org
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Voting Access Chicago 

Volunteer Project

NDRN Webinar on 

August 9, 2017
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Settlement Agreement
Between U.S. and City of Chicago
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 Department of Justice and U.S. Attorney’s offices 

across the country (collectively referred to as “DOJ”) 

launched a polling place access initiative in various 

jurisdictions under the Americans with Disabilities Act 

(ADA)

 In March 2016, DOJ conducted a compliance review 

of accessibility of polling places in the City of Chicago 

in conjunction with the primary election
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Background



 DOJ surveyed over 100 early voting and Election Day 

polling places and concluded many polling places had 

barriers for people with mobility impairments and 

people with visual impairments

 In response to DOJ’s initial findings, the Chicago 

Board of Elections (CBOE) contracted with Equip for 

Equality (EFE) to conduct accessibility surveys for the 

remaining polling places in Chicago
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Background



 For the general election in November 2016, EFE 

deployed over 200 staff and volunteers and surveyed 

nearly all of the remaining polling places

 EFE found similar access barriers through its surveys

 In April 2017, DOJ and CBOE entered into a voluntary 

settlement agreement to address the inaccessibility of 

Chicago polling places and to avoid litigation
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Background



 By July 1, 2017, EFE and CBOE conducted accessibility 

surveys for any Chicago polling places not already 

surveyed

 By September 15, EFE will provide recommendations to 

CBOE and DOJ for implementation of temporary or 

permanent modifications for each polling place found to 

be accessible.
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Settlement Agreement Terms: 

Surveys and Modifications



 If no remedies to make a polling place accessible exist, 

EFE will notify CBOE, which will search for an alternate 

accessible polling site

 New polling place sites will be surveyed and those 

surveys will be provided to DOJ
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Settlement Agreement Terms: 

Surveys and Modifications



 For the March 2018 primary election, CBOE will begin 

implementing the temporary and permanent 

modifications to the polling places previously deemed 

inaccessible

 For the March 2018 primary election, EFE staff and 

volunteers will survey polling places that had previously 

deemed in accessible to confirm that the modifications 

have addressed the identified access issues
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Settlement Agreement Terms:

Surveys and Modifications



 By the November 2018 general election, CBOE will 

implement the remedial provisions to ensure that all 

polling places are accessible

 For the November 2018 general election, EFE staff and 

volunteers will survey the remaining polling places that 

had previously been deemed inaccessible to confirm that 

the modifications have addressed the identified access 

issues
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Settlement Agreement Terms:

Surveys and Modifications



 Prior to each election, CBOE will provide training to 

Election Coordinators and Election Judges on 

accessibility and temporary remedies, and obligations of 

polling-place personnel not to interfere with, move or 

otherwise change the temporary remedies in place

 Prior to each election, CBOE will provide training to all 

Election Coordinators on how to implement temporary 

remedies (e.g. how to install ramps)
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Settlement Agreement Terms:

Training



 CBOE will provide Election Coordinators with a checklist of 

temporary measures to be implemented at each their 

respective polling places

 Election Coordinators will contact CBOE if any temporary 

remedy is not in place for the relevant voting period and CBOE 

will send personnel to address the missing temporary remedy

 CBOE will develop remedial measures to address the failure to 

properly implement the temporary measures and provide a 

detailed explanation to DOJ
38

Settlement Agreement Terms:

Election Day Compliance Review



 In consideration for CBOE’s efforts under the Agreement, 

DOJ agrees to refrain from filing civil litigation related to 

polling place access for the term of the Agreement

 DOJ may review compliance with the Agreement at any 

time
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Settlement Agreement Terms:

Enforcement



 If DOJ feels CBOE has failed to substantially comply in a 

timely matter, it shall notify CBOE and attempt to resolve 

the issue

 If issue cannot be resolved, DOJ can file ADA suit

 The Settlement Agreement will remain in force for 4 years 

(through April 2021).
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Settlement Agreement Terms:

Enforcement
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How We Recruited, Trained, and 
Deployed Our Volunteers
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 Recruited and trained 263 volunteers and staff

 Conduct ADA accessibility surveys at 27 Early Voting 

Sites and 2,069 polling places housed at 1,370 voting 

sites on Election Day 

 Planned for possible cancellations by holding back 

some of our staff as backup.  This meant that we were 

able to secure coverage for most day-of cancellations.  

Unfortunately, we had some calls late on Election Day.
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Quick Summary



 Massive undertaking to recruit over 200 volunteers for 

Election Day in less than three months.

 Started with 25 pro bono partners-thought perfect 3-way 

partnership opportunity, but only 1 happened.

 Obstacles: 

1. Election Protection longstanding pro bono project

2. Seen as partisan project

3. Paid opportunities

4. Highest recorded rate of violence in Chicago43

Recruitment of Volunteers



 Developed a joint CBOE/Equip for Equality letter to recruit 

pro bono partners and multiple versions of a flyer for 

distribution based on the type of participant—attorney, law 

student/other student, and interested community supporter.

 Reached out to our current Pro Bono Partners, 25 law firms 

and corporate legal departments, and 10 agreed to 

participate.

 We notified former Equip for Equality colleagues, including 

former staff, former law fellows, and former law student 

interns.44

Recruitment Strategies



 We reached out to 40 new law firms and corporate legal 

departments and were able to recruit volunteers from 16 of 

them, including the National Association of Pro Bono 

Counsel.

 We met with the Chicago Bar Association Pro Bono 

Coordinator who connected us with their leadership circle of 

non-legal groups (e.g., Lexis-Nexis) and the Association of 

Corporate Counsel and we followed up with them.

 We presented at a meeting of the Chicago Bar Association 

Legal Aid Committee.45

Recruitment Strategies



 Presentation at the CBA Continuing Legal Education 

program on election issues.

 CBA featured information in its weekly e-blast.

 During the CBA’s Pro Bono Week, Voting Access 

Chicago was highlighted and sign up information was 

available at the Young Lawyer’s Pro Bono Fair.
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Recruitment Strategies



 Distributed project information at a PILI event.

 We contacted the seven law schools in Chicago; five of 

them participated.

 Reached out selectively to departments of universities 

(architecture /disability studies) and three participated.

 Disability Rights Consortium Members & training. 
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Recruitment Strategies



 Notified members of our Board of Directors and YPB.

 Reached out to others and had participation from the 

League of Women Voters, the Sargent Shriver National 

Law Poverty Center, the Illinois Council on 

Developmental Disabilities, the State Appellate 

Defender, the Village of Skokie, and other public 

interest organizations.

 Collaboration with Election Protection Project.
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Recruitment Strategies



 Pro Bono law firm and corporate partners

 Law Schools and colleges

 Former staff, interns and volunteers

 Other public interest organizations

 Board members, YPB, and other advisory groups

 League of Women Voters

 Community at Large and Friends/Family

 EFE Staff 

 Volunteers from Election Protection Project

 High school students-we did not use them
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Options for Volunteers



 Designed a training curriculum and delivered training 

sessions on-site, at our office, and across the city. 

 We required all Election Day surveyors to participate in 

a training.  

 Prepared a 1.5 hour training session for which we gave 

Professional Responsibility (ethics) credit for attorneys.  
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Trainings



 Prepared a modified 1.0 hour training for students at 

the request of the law schools for lunch hour trainings.

 Developed handouts for distribution at all training 

sessions.

 Provided stipends to students to defray out-of-pocket 

costs.

 Law firms and companies opened up trainings to 

everyone.
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Training



 October and November, we delivered 20 trainings:

– Seven at law firms.

– Three at corporations.

– Four at law schools.

– One at a university (other than a law school).

– Five  at the Chicago office of Equip for Equality.

 A law firm taped its training session and made it 

available online. 
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Training



 Established an internal Voting project leadership team, 

along with our President & CEO, and hired a former 

volunteer attorney to assist/ handle day-to-day activities.

 We researched and priced the devices to be used for the 

ADA surveys, checked on the timeframe for delivery and 

then purchased the devices and other items required for the 

Election Day toolkits and put the kits together.

 We secured polling place credentials and parking placards.
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Preparation for Election Day



 We photocopied thousands of surveys—along with 

addendum items—for all polling places for inclusion in the 

kits.

 Conducted trial surveys using a single surveyor and a team 

to have an accurate estimate of the time to complete the 

surveys.

 This informed assignments, depending on whether 

volunteers were working alone or in pairs and a half day or 

full day.
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Preparation for Election Day



 We had not anticipated Election Judge and property owner 

questions/concerns which delayed the process at some 

sites. 

 We determined which locations could be accessed by public 

transportation and met other criteria so that we could try to 

accommodate volunteers who had expressed preferences.

 We deployed our staff at the early voting sites to test our 

surveys, tools, instructions, and the time it took to conduct 

the surveys. 
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Preparation for Election Day



 We developed an Election Day tip sheet based in part on 

this experience.

 We mapped out a game-plan for the deployment of 

volunteers and staff, including half and whole day volunteer 

commitments, and partner and solo volunteer preference. 

We also factored in those who drove, area preferences, and 

other accommodation requests. 

 We coordinated a law firm/client team partnership in the 

same general vicinity so they could have a lunch break 

together.56

Preparation for Election Day



 We assembled approximately 200 toolkits, including toolkits 

based on individual/team pairings and half-day/full-day 

commitments.  The toolkits included all tools, surveys and 

additional attachments, credentials, parking placards, and 

the Election Day tip sheet with our voting hotline number.

 We had a drop off distribution plan for a majority of the 

volunteers and delivered toolkits to approximately 20 sites.

 We contacted the remaining volunteers and coordinated the 

toolkit pick up at our offices or other locations.
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Preparation for Election Day



 We had a backup plan of Equip for Equality employees who 

could fill in for last minute cancellations, and established a 

hotline for volunteers and staff encountering issues on 

Election Day.

 We picked up toolkits and surveys from about 10 locations; 

others were returned to us by partners, following a drop off 

plan.
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Preparation for Election Day



 We created, forwarded, and obtained results on a survey of 

Voting Access Chicago volunteers about their volunteer 

experience. 

 We sent thank you notes to volunteers and later held a 

debriefing lunch with CBOE and DOJ, sponsored by a law 

firm partner.
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Preparation for Election Day



 Prior to Election Day, the Chicago Daily Law Bulletin 

featured an article on Voting Access Chicago in an effort to 

build support for this initiative among law firms.

 The Chicago Bar Association’s cable show “The Law and 

You” featured Voting Access Chicago.

 Channel 2 ran a story about voting access issues and 

Voting Access Chicago after the election.
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Media Coverage
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Other Assistance Provided to 
CBOE
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 We had several meetings with CBOE and DOJ to discuss 

identified polling place accessibility barriers and remedies 

needed for the short-term (2016 General Election) and the 

long-term (2018 Primary Election).

 We secured DOJ sign-off on the devices to be used on 

Election Day as well as on the final ADA survey tool which 

was revised.
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Other Assistance



 We reviewed and provided input on CBOE’s draft 

accessible parking signage, Election Judge Manual, and 

other documents.

 In consultation with DOJ, we developed a checklist and 

FAQs for Election Judges to assist CBOE in enhancing 

polling places access for the 2016 General Election.
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Other Assistance



 We conducted train-the-trainer sessions for the Election 

Coordinators and Election Judges on accessibility for 

people with disabilities and older adults, including the 

checklist and FAQs. 

 We staffed the CBOE Disability/Aging Voting Helpline to 

field questions on Election Day and resolve problems as 

they arose. 
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Other Assistance



 We participated in post election briefings and strategy 

sessions with CBOE and DOJ.

 Although volunteers and staff were not asked to help 

Election Judges resolve access issues that they spotted 

while conducting the surveys on Election Day, some offered 

assistance and the Election Judges took them up on their 

offer.
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Other Assistance
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Future Activities and Goals

66



 Working to develop a database of survey results

 Will provide a comprehensive view of progress made 

and whether any barriers remain or arise

 Future surveys will be conducted electronically

– Developing electronic tool

– Volunteers and staff will be able to complete surveys on 

Smart Phones and tablets

– Have access to prior survey data
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Taking it to the Next Level: 
Going Digital



 Following each election, survey data will be reviewed 

and shared with CBOE 

 Based on the results, EFE will work with CBOE to 

identify and resolve remaining issues and meet with 

DOJ to ensure objectives have been  met

 End goal: To make all Chicago polling places 

accessible and sustain accessibility 
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Ongoing Review and 
Analysis
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Pro Bono Project-Lessons Learned  

From Our Volunteers



 “(Voting Access Chicago) will actually result in concrete 

changes to polling places and allow access to all.”

 “The chance to make a difference in the lives of people with 

disabilities by increasing their access to voting.”

 “It was rewarding and eye opening, and provided a look at 

democracy from a different lens.”
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Post-election survey of volunteers-90 out 

of the 234 volunteers returned surveys.



 “It thrust me into the world of physical challenges that many 

(people with disabilities), and supposedly protected, citizens 

face on a daily basis. A lack of ramps for those in wheel 

chairs, the requirement to use the loading dock rather than 

have to climb several flights of stairs, the total and complete 

lack of privacy because the polling center lacked wheelchair 

capable voting booths so these folks had to sit at desks 

whereby one and all could see how they voted.”
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Post-election survey of volunteers-90 out 

of the 234 volunteers returned surveys.



Question Excellent Good Satisfac-tory Needs Improve-

ment

Poor N.A.

Q1 How would 

you describe your 

Voting Access 

Chicago 

Volunteer 

experience as a 

whole? 

37% 59% 3% 1% 0.0% -

Q3 How would 

you describe your 

Voting Access 

Chicago training?

42% 46% 8% 3% 1% -

Q4 How useful 

were the Voting 

Access Chicago 

materials from 

the training?

48% 39% 8% 2% 0% 2%

Q5 How useful 

were the Voting 

Access Chicago 

materials in the 

toolkit?

57% 32% 7% 2% 0% 2%

Q7 How would 

you rate the 

toolkit pick-up 

process?

72% 17% 9% 2% 0% -
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Voting Access Chicago Volunteer 

Survey Results



Question Excellent Good Satisfac-tory Needs Improve-

ment

Poor N.A.

Q8 How would 

you rate the 

toolkit drop-off 

process?

66% 25% 7% 2% 0% 2%

Q9 How well did 

the Voting 

Access Chicago 

staff support you 

prior to Election 

Day?

52% 14% 3% 0% 0% 30%

Q10 How well 

did the Voting 

Access Chicago 

staff support you 

on Election Day? 

28% 13% 1% 1% 0% 57%

Q11 How well 

did the Voting 

Access Chicago 

staff support you 

after Election 

Day?

26% 16% 7% 0% 0% 52%

Q12 How would 

you rate your 

Election Day 

experience?

45% 49% 6% 0% 0% -
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Voting Access Chicago Volunteer 

Survey Results



Other responses and future changes based on 

survey results:

 30% of volunteers would prefer to have a survey 

partner.

 26% of volunteers want more hands on practice 

with the tools at the training.
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Voting Access Chicago Volunteer 
Survey Results



Feel free to contact me:

Olga Pribyl

Equip for Equality

Vice President of the Special Education Clinic 

and Pro Bono

312-895-7321

olga@equipforequality.org
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Thank you!



Breaking Barriers: 
Innovative Programs for 
Surveying Polling Places

Thank you!

Questions?


